When I think about correctness, I am reminded of the day when heard a seventh grade student in a class taught by one of the Project teachers read his piece describing a frightening experience.
Ronald held his classmates in suspense as he described coming home from school one day to find his mother on the couch "burning up with fever," yet assuring him that she would be all right.
Hearing her cries for help during the night. he ran to the neighbor's house in his "sock feet" to get help, and then watched the paramedics place his mother in the ambulance. All of us, hoping for a happy ending, were stunned and saddened when the story concluded: "My mother died the next day." When class was over, I asked to see Ronald's piece. thinking of ways to publish it. couldn't believe that the piece of writing I looked at was the same piece I had heard. There was not one mark of punctuation in two full pages of writing! Yet, Ronald had read that piece with polish and feeling. I wonder if that meaningful story would have emerged had his teacher admonished: "Make sure you write in complete sentences with capitals and periods."
I am not saying that correctness isn't important. Correctness certainly is important, but not in the beginning when writers are first putting their thoughts, experiences, and ideas into words. At this point we need to free our student writers from the constraints of form and mechanics by telling them: "Don't worry about spelling, periods, commas, Michigan Writing Project had convinced me that two conditions were necessary for this change to occur: the tenchers needed information about the newest research and theory on the writing process and they had to becOOle writers themSelves so they could understand what they were asking their students to do. However, I also knew that the total immersion of a three-week summer institute and the tencher support system that grew out of this daily 9 AM to 4 PM fOcus on writing had a lot to do with the commitment to change the Project teachers made and the success in teaching writing that most of them experienced when they returned to their own classrooms in the fall.
Could a series of after-school workshops spread over the school year achieve the same effect? I feared that the Flint middle school teachers would be hesitant to tryout these new approaches and would merely come to the workshops to find out what was new and collect handouts. which would be filed away and forgotten.
Also, I was concerned that they would see me as the university faculty "outsider," dispensing the latest information, yet totally divorced from the day-to-day reality of the classroom teacher. rather than as a fellowteacher who understood what was going on in their classrooms.
In asking the Flint teachers to adopt a writing process model, I
would be asking them to change much more than just teaching methods.
Their attitUdes toward writing and their role in the classroom when students wrote would have to alter as well. I would be asking them to 1) emphasize the value of students' ideas by focusing writing instruction on content rather than correctness; 2) provide help in generating material instead of simply assigning topics; 3) read drafts and encourage revision; 4) praise what students did well and help them reconsider ways to revise what wasn't working; 5) hold informal mini-conferences as students wrote; 6) provide for peer readers and student response instead of just collecting and grading the finished project; 7) save attention to correctness for final drafts; 8) see themselves as coaches, informed readers, fellow writers rather than evaluator/graders. In short, I would be asking these teachers to move students through a full gamut of steps and stages in canposing and to be heavily involved throughout in positive and supportive ways. This was a drastic change from the familiar "assign/correct/grade" approach with its emphasis on the form and correctness of the finished piece.
Change is not an "event" that can occur simply through exposure to an inservice; rather it is a "process" that takes place over a period of time. Loucks and Pratt address this issue in "The Buck Stops Here: A Concerns-Based Approoch to Curriculum Change" (Educational Leadership. December, 1979) , stressing the fact that it is the teachers who must change, not the institution, in order for curriculum to be significantly affected.
Because this involves an alteration in feelings and attitudes as well as methods, this process of change is a unique experience for each teacher, a factor that must be taken into account when plans are made for staff development.
With these ideas and concerns in mind. I planned a series of five three-hour after-school workshops scheduled from October to May. The one advantage of this plan was that it would give the Project teachers a chance to use the new methods after each workshop and bring the results to the following workshop where we could provide a mutual support group for sharing successes and problems. I hoped this would offset the isolation of each teacher's efforts to experiment with the new ideas and materials. In order to further support the teachers and offer each one the individual help that was most needed, I added two sets of "classroom visits" to the inservice program. Marian and I would visit one class per teacher ea'ch time, not to evaluate. but to interact with both teachers and students when the students were involved in writing. These visits were also intended to assure the teachers that the workshops were based on a genuine understanding of their students. Figure 1 shows the 1984-85 schedule of workshop topics and class visits. teacher to teacher. but also took much more time than we had anticipated.
Curriculum change is a slow process. concerns about how to deal with the "atrociousness of students' grammar and mechanical skills. n Teachers were worried about grading and evaluating writing, and "how to get students to write without always expecting me to read and gl'llde everything." Getting students to revise, or even just to reread their work, was also a concern. Some teachers were skeptical about having students respond to each other's writing, thinking the students couldn't handle it and would "pan" or make fun of each other in a negative way. Others wondered how students could possibly help each other when they couldn't proof and edit their own papers.
As the teachers began to experiment with new techniques from the workshops, they felt insecure: "Am I doing this right? Am I on the right track?" Showing us student folders full of interesting, lively writings, they apologized for the errors. A few teachers experimented with peer response groups, but were uncomfortable with the results: "The room was so noisy. I felt out of control not knowing exactly what they were doing in those groups. Is this the way it should be?" Despite these apprehensions. the teachers were enthusiastic, willing to give this new approach a try. During workshops, they often oommented.
"I can hardly wait to get to school tomorrow and try this out!" When they experimented with ideas from the early workshops. the teachers began to discover the positive effect these techniques had on student writing.
Their students really did have a lot to say and enjoyed saying it in writing, especially when they wrote about what they knew best--their own experiences. In amazement, one teacher said, "I just give out the paper and make sure that everyone has a pen or pencil. Then I tell them to write. They do it all!" One teacher noted that even "students weak in spelling and g:rammar do have a lot of good things to say." Others found that allowing students to talk with each other about their writing stimulated them to write more descriptively, adding important and interesting details to their pieces. By the end of the first year, change was beginning to take place.
Many of the initial apprehensions diminished as the teachers began to gain better control of the new methods. They felt more confident about teaching writing and were pleased with the positive student response. A dramatic shift was also occurring in what teachers valued about their students' writing; they were now responding to the content first, looking for the good points rather than the mistakes. "I praise a lot now," said one teacher, "something I would not have done a few years ago." Also, they had overcome their early fears about peer response and were encouraging students to share drafts and comment on each other's work.
In fact, in a few classrooms peer response groups for revision and editing were working well. The first round of classroom visits showed us how powerful our modeling had been for the experienced teachers. Now we began to see
these teachers reflect what they had seen us doing: interact with students as they were writing. The teachers were moving all around the classroom, spending a few minutes with one student writer and then on to another, giving a pat on the shoulder, laughing at the humor in some pieces, showing concern with the seriousness of others. We saw them pull up a chair or crouch down beside students so they could talk face-to face. The environment and configuration in the classrooms of the teachers were changing from straight rows and silence to several small response groups with constructive dialogue between students. No longer were the teachers just making assignments; they were a part of the action. The demonstration lessons had the same effect on teacher behavior. Teachers adopted the writing strategies, the topics, and even the very language of the demo lessons to use with their own students:
"What did you like best about that paper? What do you remember?" became familiar questions when students shared their writings.
Two major concerns remained: how to help students revise more effectively and how to handle evaluationl grading. Teachers discovered part of the difficulty with revision was that students didn't understand revision meant more than correcting mechanical errors and making a clean copy. They began to address this problem by using the overhead projector to guide the whole class through a step-by-step revision of a student's paper. When students responded, nOh, that's what you want us to do! If the teachers reported they saw more substantive revision. As for evaluatingl grading. the teachers accepted the idea that not every piece of writing had to be graded. However, they were still struggling with the dilemma of how to evaluate student writing that was good in content but poor in mechanics. Teachers tried various techniques such as grsding scales and double grading. but were never entirely satisfied with their results, even when they created a grading scale of their own at one of the workshops.
By the end of the second year, we were able to assess the effect of the Project on the teachers' approach to writing instruction. What changes occurred? First, teachers devoted more classroom time to writing; for most, writing became a major emphasis in their curriculum.
Individual student writing folders were bursting with pieces of writing at all stages of development; finished pieces were displayed on classroom bulletin boards and in the hallways. Seoond. teachers had become highly responsive to the content of students' papers, willing to look beyond surface mechanics to the quality of students' ideas. As Joe commented.
showing us a student's two-page paper that was completely devoid of punctuation and capitals; "Before this year I would not have read more than two or three lines of this paper. Now I can ignore the mechanical mistakes and get to the content, knowing that we can fix it up later."
Attention to correctness was reserved for final drafts and teachers were more likely to work with students on mechanics through their own pieces of writing rather than relying on isolat.ed textbook drills. The teachers looked for growth in the writing skills of their students rather than perfection; they understood that writing is a multi-faceted skill developed with practice over a period of time.
Finally. the teachers were focusing writing instruction on the writing process, helping students learn to move successfully from pre-writing and planning stages through drafting, revision, and editing. The Project really did change the way these teachers taught writing. One building administrator, after listening to a roundtable discussion held in his building, commented to the Project teachers, "This is the most exciting thing I've seen in writing going on in this building in the twenty years I've been here!"
The Project in Retrospect: The Students
Like the teachers, the students had some lessons to learn about writing as well as some previous attitudes to unlearn. One boy probably voiced the sentiments of many when he raised his hand at the end of a classroom visit to ask, "What do you do if you hate to write?" The negative feelings about writing and fear of failure that some students brought with them to middle school were clearly in evidence at the beginning of each year of the Project.
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During our first round of classroom visits each fall. we observed similar phenomena. Although most students were willing to write when asked to. a few just sat and stared at the paper. insisting that they had nothing to say; others barely produced a line or two before running out of ideas, or quickly scribbled down a few sentences and declared themselves "done." When teachers initiated sharing of writing with the whole class, there were usually willing volunteers. but students didn't know how to respond. With typical adolescent fervor. they giggled, cheered, and commented to each other all through a writer's reading; in some classes they sat in silence through intensely moving pieces. The writer, not the piece of writing. was often the focus of attention. The students lacked confidence in their work and seemed uninvolved in what they were writing; there was a sense that for many this was just another assignment that had to be finished to satisfy the teacher.
I n contrast, in our spring visits we found a striking change from the fall in students' attitudes toward writing. They were more willing.
even eager, to write and were noticeably more involved in their work.
Helen described this new feeling in her classroom as "Freedom, even joy.
They like it so much it's almost as if it were an elective like home eo or art." Orris reported that on the days she promised writing time students reminded her as they entered class: "Now remember, you said we could have writing today. It "Panning" was no longer a problem; in fact students would sometimes break into spontaneous applause after a piece was read aloud or engage in a perceptive discussion of its merits, indications that they had learned to value each other's work.
Other positive Changes occurred in students' writing: When given the opportunity to write, everyone could. and the writings were longer.
richer. and more interesting than earlier in the year. Many students learned how to revise their work for content. not just correct errors. and anguished piece about her parents' separation with "Boy now I'm glad I got that out of my system.") As a Project teacher put it, "There's no place else to say it, so they write it." And, writing became a means for some students to achieve recognition from peers and a feeling of personal success. The Project publication was a source of pride and pleasure for all the Project students. not just those who were published. Teachers reported they "couldn't get the booklets out of the kids' hands."
The process apP:ralch to writing instructions indeed seems effective.
When developing writers are encouraged to view writing as a way to communicate meaningful ideas and experiences to a reader or as a way to shape ideas for themselves, and when they are given support through all the stages that lead to a finished. shared product, the. act of writing can take on a whole new purpose and intensity--both in the classroom and in students' lives.
Conclusions
At the start of the Project, we believed that the teachers would spend the first year learning about the process approach and developing skills in using it; the second year would be for increasing confidence and gaining mastery. What we found was that at any given point in the two years, the range of understanding and skill in applying the new concepts was considerable. As Loucks and Pratt suggest, each teacher's progress was unique. Some were able to deal almost immediately with all aspects of the process approach while others. even after two years in the 
*
Describing his earUer concern about the possible effect of cold weather on the booster rocket's Q-ring seals, a Morton Thiokol engineer remarked:
I made the comment that lower temperatures are in the direction of badness for both Q-rings, because it slows dow n the timing function.
In response to testimony by several Rockwell International executives that Rockwell had been opposed to the launch, a NASA ofltcial testified that I felt that by telling them we did not have a suffieient data base and could not analyze the trajectory of the ice, I relt he understood that Rockwell was not giving a positive indication we were fOI" the launch.
